Adaptive Modular System

The A.M.S. is an upgradable case that transforms the light-duty Perseus to the heavy-duty Kraken series. It comes with a detachable stand, allowing A.M.S. attachments to be used for both casual and rugged activities.

Each accessory is specifically designed to accommodate a certain activity. A.M.S. attachments adapts to your phone to fit your lifestyle.

Optional Attachments

Compatible with all A.M.S. cases. More accessories coming soon.

- Bike Rail Clip
  Sold Separately

- Tripod Mount
  Sold Separately

- Surface Mount
  Sold Separately

- Universal Clip
  Sold Separately

- Wire Organizer
  Sold Separately

- Desk Clamp
  Sold Separately
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TRIDENT CASE ADVANTAGES

TOUGH CASES. WITH STYLE.
Modern designs, rugged protection

FASTER TIME TO MARKET
From design to final product in 45 days

VARIETY & OPTIONS
More colors and more devices covered

Detachable Polycarbonate
The tough outer-casing provides a stylish and rugged surface for maximum protection.

Built-In Screen Protector
The high quality, scratch-resistant screen protector helps keep out dirt and moisture.

Silicone Cover — Perseus
Can be used as a stand-alone case for light-duty protection.

Interchangeable Stand
With a slide-lock feature on the back, the standard alloy stand can be easily removed to fit A.M.S. accessories.

Product & Package Details
- Package Dims: 20cm x 13cm
- Inner-carton: 24 pieces
- Master carton: 72 pieces
- Includes installation guide and screen protector.
- Case materials are made of silicone and polycarbonate.
- All materials are 100% RoHs compliant.

Detachable Polycarbonate

Belt Clip/Holster
Front Cover
Exoskeleton
Silicone Cover
Perseus Case
Back Cover
Exoskeleton

SKU | UPC
---|---
AMS-IPH4S-BK | 816694014342
AMS-IPH4S-BG | 816694014353
AMS-IPH4S-BK | 816694014366
AMS-IPH4S-BK | 816694016322
EXO-IPH4S-BK | 816694014656
EXO-IPH4S-BG | 816694014649
EXO-IPH4S-BL | 816694014663
EXO-IPH4S-RD | 816694014687
EXO-IPH4S-PK | 816694014670
EXO-IPH4S-BG | 816694016339

SKU | UPC
---|---
PS-IPH4S-WT | 816694014618
PS-IPH4S-PK | 816694014588
PS-IPH4S-RD | 816694014595
PS-IPH4S-OR | 816694014625
PS-IPH4S-GR | 816694014601
PS-IPH4S-GR | 816694014557
PS-IPH4S-GR | 816694014571
PS-IPH4S-PP | 816694014632
PS-IPH4S-BK | 816694014564

Silicone Plugs
Plugs over power ports and audio jacks keep out unwanted dust and debris.